It has recently been shown [1], [2] that £(s) has at least % of its zeros in the critical strip on a-\. Here a similar result will be proved for £{s) (for which \ is already implied by the remark above). Let C/=r/log 10 T. Then the following theorem will be sketched.
THEOREM. More than -£$ of the zeros of £'(s) in

From Ç(s)=H(s)Us)=H(l-s)Uls) follows f'(s) = H'(s)t(s) + H(s)?(s)
= -H'(l -s)£(l -s) -H{\ -5)C'(1 -s), and also tf"(s)£(s) + 2H'(s)V(s) + H(s%"(s)
= H"(l -s)«l -s) + 2H'(1 -s)C'(l -s) + «(1 -s)C(l -s).
Since H'=HF', and H"=H'F'+HF",
F'(s)[H'(s)&s) + H(s%'(s)] -F(l -s)[H'(l -s)£(l -s) + fl(l -s)£'(l -s)] = -tf'(»)£'(») -H(s)r(s) -H(3)F«(s)i(s) + H'(l -s)£'(l -s) + H(l -s)r(l -s) + tf (1 -s)F"(l -s)£(l -s).
By (1) this can be written as
Adding the above to (2) gives
G(S) = j(s) + mm*) + [F(s) + F'(l -sfrKVis) + ns)/F'(s) + F"(s)t(s)lF'(s)).
Then (3) becomes
For £=J+i7, the right side above is the difference between two complex conjugate quantities. Hence £'(b+it)=Q, where arg(F'iJG(| + it)) = 0 (mod TT).
Since F'~(log t\2ir)\2, it has little effect on the change in argument as t increases. By Stirling's formula arg H(\+it) changes rapidly and by itself would supply the full quota of zeros of £'(s) on o=\. However G also plays a role. What will be shown is that the change in arg G is sufficiently restricted so that it cancels less than 30% of the change in arg H.
To get the change in arg G(\+it), the principle of the argument can be used. The determination of the number of zeros of G(s) in a rectangle D with vertices (%+iT 9 3+iT, i+i(T+U),3+i(t+U)) leads in a familiar way to the change in arg G on cr=£, T<t<T+U.
To get the number of zeros of G in D, Littlewood's lemma [3, §9.9 ] is used in a familiar way [ 
